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To all whon, it may concern:
Be it known that we, GEORGE. O. HouCR
and CHARLES SMITH, both of Springfield, in
the county of Clark and State of Ohio, have
invented a new and Improved Quilting At
tachment for Sewing-Machines, of which the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip
tion.
The object of our invention is to provide a
ID
new and improved frame for supporting, hold
ing, and adjusting the material to be quilted
on a sewing-machine.

F, in which sliding bars G. G' are held, which
are adapted to slide transversely to the longi
tudinal axis of the frame. E. On the outer
surface of the end piece G two ratchet-rings, 55
H, are held. Two polygonal rails or rollers,
J, are each provided on one end with a ratchet
ring, K, adapted to engage with the ratchet
rings H. PinsL, projecting from the ends of
the rails J, project into apertures a in the
bar G through apertures in the middle of the
rings H. Pins M project from the outer sur
of the bar G into apertures in those ends.
The invention consists of the several here. face
of
the
rails Jopposite those provided with the
inafted described and claimed combinations ratchet-rings
K, which pins are surrounded by
and arrangements of parts.
springs
N,
which
press the ratchet-rings K.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying against the ratchet-rings
H. To the outer
drawings, forming part of this specification, edges
of
the
rails
G.
G'
hook-latches
O are piv
in which similar letters of reference indicate
oted, which can be passed over the end pieces
Corresponding parts in all the figures.
of the frame E, and thus clamp the bars G. G.'
Figure 1 is a longitudinal elevation of our on
the end pieces of the frame E. Two frames,
improved quilting attachment for sewing-ma formed
of cross-bars A and legs A, are united
chines. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same. by a hook-bar,
form a frame for support
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional elevation of the ing the carriageP,ortoframe
E. Cloth strips are
same.
Fig.
4
is
a
cross-sectional
plan
view
secured
to
the
rails
or
rollers
J, to which cloth
25 on the line aca, Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a detaillon
strips
the
quilt
can
be
sewed.
gitudinal
Fig. 2. sectional elevation on the line y), The operation is as follows: The top and
bottom of the quilt are sewed to one of the
A series of cross-pieces, A, are supported rollers
or rails J. Then the cotton, &c., is
by legs A. The upper surfaces of the cross placed between
the two layers, and the layers
pieces A are rabbeted at the ends, and on the and the cotton are
wound upon the rail, and
rabbeted ends longitudinally - slotted down
opposite end of the quilt is sewed to the
*wardly-projecting clips B are fastened, the the
other rail or roller, and wound upon the same,
said clips being provided on the edges with leaving
the desired space for quilting, and the
outwardly-projecting longitudinal flanges B. space
between the stitching is regulated by
35 On the outer surface of each clip B a longi
shifting the bars G. G' so that the needle of the
tudinally-slotted plate, C, is held in such a sewing-machine
can act on the part between
manner that it can be adjusted vertically on the rollers or rails.
quilt is then moved
the same, the plates C being held on the in the direction of itsThe
by moving the
plates B by the screws C, on which winged carriage on the rails D.length
D.
As
soon as the
nuts Care screwed. On the upper end of each length of the quilt is stitched, the
quilt is
plate C a step or hook, c, is formed, on which shifted by winding a short length of quilt
from
hooks c rails D D are held, the rail D hav one roller or rail Jupon the other. By means
ing a rounded edge, and the upper edge of the plates BC, the bolts C, and the winged
the rail ID' being flat. On one side of an ob of
45 long or like frame, E, two grooved rollers nuts C the rails D D' can be adjusted higher 95
lower, according to the height of the sewing
or pulleys, E, are held, which run on the or
plate
of the machine. The ratchet-rings HK
rounded edge of the rail D, and on the opposite hold the
rollers or rails J in the desired rela
side of the frame E two rollers, E, are held tive position.
on the end pieces of the frame, which rollers
thus described our invention, what IOO
5o run on the rail D'. The end pieces of the weHaving
as new, and desire to secure by Let
frame are provided with longitudinal grooves tersclaim
Patent, is
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1. In a quilting attachment for sewing-ma
chines, the combination, with the rails D D,
of the frame E, the rollers EE, the sliding
bars G. G', held in the end bars of the frame,
the clamps O, pivoted to the bars G, the roll
ers J, the ratchets H and K, and the springs
N, substantially as herein shown and de
Scribed.
2. In a quilting attachment for sewing-ma
O chines, the combination, with the rails D D,
of the frame E, the bars G. G', sliding in the
end pieces of the frame, the rollers J J, and
of the clamp O, pivoted to the bars G. G', for
holding the said bars G. G' to the end pieces of
the frame E, substantially as herein shown
and described.
3. The combination, with the cross-bars A,
supported by legs A", of the longitudinally
slotted clips B, secured to the ends of the bars
A, the sliding plates C, the bolts C, the winged

nuts C, the track-rails D D, a carriage rest
held in the carriage, to which rollers the quilt
can be fastened, substantially as herein shown
25
and described.
4. The combination, with the cross-bars A,
supported by legs A, of the longitudinally
slotted clips B, having flanges B, the sliding .
plates C, the bolts C, the winged nuts C, the
track-rails D D, a carriage resting on the
track-rails D D, and rollers held in the car
riage, to which rollers the quilt can be fast
ened, substantially as herein shown and de

ing on the track-rails D D, and of rollers

y

scribed.

GEORGE. O. HOUCK.
CEHARLES SMITH.
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JNO. M. SPECK,
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